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What kind of mental or relationship 
problem are you have in Nepal?

u In Japan, 

u PTSD

u Couple relationship (quarrel, DV)

u Family relationship (power relationship)

u School refusal(Futoko)

u Hikikomori (Social withdrawal)

u Relationship with boss and colleagues (harassment)

u And so on..

Critical questions

u Is it helpful to name each disorders? How is it helpful? 
u What is mental disorder and how does the relationship become 

problematic?
u How do you think about psychiatric pills like anti-depressant, major and 

minor tranquilizer? Don’t we have self-healing ability against mental 
disorders?

u How do you think about hospitalization without agreement by patients?
u How is it helpful that parents and teachers Leading children to 

“authentic(so real) right” way? Is there only one right way?
u I want to share time to think about these questions in this 2 days.

What is Family Therapy?

u Family therapy is not only the therapy for family, but also for any other 
relationships that more than 2 people involve.

u Family therapy is made up with many way of thinking about human 
relationship. And it will offer you many of different ways of relationship.

The history of Family Therapy1

u Psychoanalysis by Sigmund Freud(in Wien, Austria)
u Psychodynamic family therapy by Nathan Ackerman
u Communication family therapy by Jackson et al.
u Strategic family therapy by Jay Haley
u Structured family therapy by Salvador Minuchin
u Milan systemic family therapy by Selvini Palazoli et al.
u Bowenian family therapy
u etc.

The history of Family Therapy2

u Solution focused approach(U.S.) / Systems approach(Japan)
u Narrative therapy(Australia and New Zealand)
u Collaborative approach(U.S.)
u Open dialogue & Anticipation dialogue(Finland) 

/ P circulation therapy(Japan)

=> Many kinds of family therapies. But family therapy is not only those original way 
and each therapists uses some theories of family therapy and they are not fixed so 
much.



The history of Family Therapy3

u Communication Family therapy 
u Solution focused approach(U.S.) 
u Narrative therapy(Australia and New Zealand)
u Collaborative approach(U.S.)
u Open dialogue & Anticipation dialogue(Finland) 

u Systems approach(Japan)
u P circulation therapy(Japan)

What can you learn today and 
tomorrow?

u It is very difficult to get skills enough for general family therapy even 
in Japanese and English. Because we need to get knowledge and 
way of thinking of family therapy and skills(techniques) in practice 
and role play sessions.

i.g. Communication Family therapy, Systems approach(Japan) and 
traditional family therapies

u For 2 days training in Nepal, it would be better to decide the safer 
type of family therapy. The therapy that wouldn’t be harm clients 
and patients even if someone failed in therapy is good and safe. 

What can you learn today and 
tomorrow?

u In this 2 days training,
1st day 
u First, you will be given the way of thinking of original family therapy.
u Second, know the way of thinking of Solution focused approach(U.S.) , 

Open dialogue(Finland) and P circulation therapy(Japan) .
u And see some cases

What can you learn today and 
tomorrow?

u 2nd day
u Open dialogue (Finland)  role play work

u P circulation therapy(Japan) role play work

Circular Epistemology

Linear epistemology (perspective)

Cause Object Result
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Systems theory

Ludwig von Bertalanffy

u We call more than 2 persons relationship as “system”.

u There are from huge system to small system

u Therapist-client system (2 persons system)

u Mother and son system(2 persons system)

u Father, mother, one child, brother and sister (family system)

u System including grandpa and grandma (big family system)

u System with many families (region system)

Systems theory

u System with many regions as a nation (national system)

u System with many nation as an earth (international system)

u The smallest system is “therapist-client system” and “between family 
members system(like mother-son)”



Communication theory

5 formula of communication

Communication theory is developed by Shannon,C.E. with the 5 formula about communication.
This is consisted of these..
u Formula 1st：We humans are cannot stop communicating. All of the behaviors are

communication.
u Formula 2nd：Communication has 2 levels; the one is “contents”, and the other is “context”.
u Formula 3rd：The feature of the relationship are defined by “punctuations” of the

communication the participants involved.
u Formula 4th：Communication has the two modes; the one is digital mode and the other is

analogue mode.
u Formula 5th：All the communications are either “Symmetrical” or “Complementary”.

5 formula of communication

u Formula 1st：We humans are cannot stop communicating. All of the behaviors are communication.

Every behavior is communication. Being silent is also the one. If someone become silent, the people around
him would respond by somewhat way.

u Formula 2nd：Communication has 2 levels; the one is “contents”, and the other is “context”.
Crying everyday -> depression? Crying everyday because her father died these days -> normal reaction.

u Formula 3rd：The feature of the relationship are defined by “punctuations” of the communication the
participants involved.

Bad couple relationship -> 1. Husband accuse of her wife because she is easy to get angry.

2.Wife accuse of her husband because he doesn’t have an interest in her and doesn’t listen to her.

5 formula of communication

u Formula 4th：Communication has the two modes; the one is digital mode and the other is analogue
mode.

u Formula 5th：All the communications are either “Symmetrical” or “Complementary”.

A attack B and B attack A more. -> get harder and more aggressive like war.

or Symmetrical

A apologize to B and B also apologize to A more sincerely -> get weaker and more depressive.

A scold B like parent, and B is afraid of A more and the communication is continuing in similar way.

Complementary

Social constructivism

Social constructivism

u The idea of that “Society(or world) is consist of words”.

u Before the import of the concept “identity”, we Japanese don’t have 
opportunity of thinking about our “identity”. 

u In Japan, there is a strong groupism and Japanese didn’t emphasize “the 
individual” less than group. The behavior of Japanese was based on the 
groupthink (as a group, as our house, as Japan) and the effect of “we 
consciousness” was strong.



Social constructivism

u As the 2nd example,

u Since the concept like “Developmental disorders” and “Depression” were 
imported into Japan, the number of them are highly getting increased.

u As 3rd example,

u If we don’t use the word “problem”, one behavior or one situation cannot 
become “problem”. Futoko was made up with the words “problem” their 
parents and teachers say “problem” or handle with it as a “problem”.

Social constructivism

u As for this world,

There is no “authentic reality”, instead of that, there is “each reality by each”.

Even if we see something, what we can see is only one aspect of reality or 
some aspects of it (not every aspects). 

There are not an objective perspective, but each(many) subjective 
perspective. 

In order to see something, we cannot eliminate our subjective glasses as long 
as we human beings.

skills

u Genogram(family tree)

u Joining (make a good relationship to get into the client’s culture)

u Reframing (frame the things again positively or negatively) Solution focused 
approach

question

u Exception question “When is the time you are not feeling anxiety?”” Have there been any 
times when the problem has not occurred or has been less problematic? ”

u Miracle question “if a miracle would happen such that the problem would be solved, but 
nobody knew it but you, how would you start discovering that a miracle happened and the 
problem had indeed been solved? What would he see/hear/feel to that effect? What 
would happen next?”

u Scaling question Asks the receiver to grade where he stands on the subject on a scale of 1-
10, where ten is the desired outcome. Asking follow up questions like “what would an 8 feel 
like?”, “what would you have to do to get to a 8″ usually elicits what the best next steps are.

u Coping question “How could you cope with the problem ever?”

Skills and attitude

u Not knowing

u There is no rule without exceptions

u Do more, do something different!

u Complement

u Observation tasks



Narrative approach

Questions

u Externalization

u What shall we call this problem? 

u What name do you give it? 

u How did this problem come into your life? 

u What does it require of you? 

u What influence does this problem have on your life? 

u What influence do you have on the life of the problem?

u What conclusions have you drawn about your life because of this problem? 

u What does it intend for your life? 

u Is that the same thing that you intend for your life?

2nd day

What is “Open dialogue”?

u Open dialogue was developed by Jaakko Seikkula and his 
colleagues in West Lapland(Tornio suburb), Finland.

u West Lapland is very small district and there is Keropudas hospital 
where open dialogue has been conducting.

u Open dialogue was named by Jaakko Seikkula and now, it draws 
international attentions. In Open dialogue, communication theory of 
Gregory Bateson, the idea of social constructivism, dialogism of 
Bakhtin, M. and the concept of polyphony(multiple voices).

What is “Open dialogue”?

u Schizophrenia

u In 24 hours

u About one and half hour session

u Team consists of more than 2 family therapists

u Social network and family

What is “Open dialogue”?

u The team of family therapists visit the patient’s house in 24 hours and have a meeting with 
a patient, family members, social networks(like nurse, doctor or social worker) and 
therapists.

u The meeting is conducted for 1 and half hours and it continues everyday(1~2 weeks, by 
the day they are not in crisis anymore). 

u In the OD meeting, all of the participants can speak freely and all of the things are 
decided in front of the patient.  It is also decided whether patient is hospitalized and have 
medication. 



The 7 Principles of Open Dialogue

u IMMEDIATE HELP 

u SOCIAL NETWORK PERSPECTIVE 

u FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY 

u RESPONSIBILITY 

u PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTINUITY 

u TOLERANCE OF UNCERTAINTY 

u DIALOGUE (& POLYPHONY)
�Divide into “listening” and “speaking”�
� “withness” rather than “aboutness”�

The 12 Key Elements of Fidelity 
to Dialogic Practice in Open Dialogue

u 1. Two (or More) Therapists in the Team Meeting 
u 2. Participation of Family and Network 
u 3. Using Open-Ended Questions 
u 4. Responding To Clients’ Utterances 
u 5. Emphasizing the Present Moment 
u 6. Eliciting Multiple Viewpoints 
u 7. Use of a Relational Focus in the Dialogue 
u 8. Responding to Problem Discourse or Behavior in a Matter-of-Fact Style and Attentive to 

Meanings 
u 9. Emphasizing the Clients’ Own Words and Stories, Not Symptoms 
u 10. Conversation Amongst Professionals (Reflections) in the Treatment Meetings 
u 11. Being Transparent 
u 12. Tolerating Uncertainty

OD is not the denial of any other therapies

u Open dialogue is “NOT” a denial of any other therapies. In many situations, the 
psychotherapists tend to have competition like “Which psychotherapy is better than 
another one”.

u However, Open dialogue is just the humanistic way of being for therapist and it would be 
first contact way of meeting patients.

Let’s do practices!

u Make the group of more than four(or five) persons

u Decide who will be..

Patient

Family member of patient 1

Family member of patient 2

Therapist 1

Therapist 2

Cautions: Don’t use serious problem. Just use trivial one.

Open dialogue (Finland)  role play 
work

u Experience of reflecting conversation.(Don’t forget the regard to others)

u Use open-ended questions.(If possible, it would be good to use family therapy, solution 
focused or narrative questions)

u Divide the time “for listening to others” and “for speaking to others”. (Don’t interrupt while 
other person is speaking)

u Make the atmosphere that each have each idea and not necessary to rush for decision 
making or conclusion.

u Stay in uncertainty and tolerate it.

u Withness talk, not stick to the content talked “about”.

What is Positive Circulation Therapy?

u Positive Circulation Therapy(PCT) is the therapy originated by 
Yutaka Higashi(��). He is a famous family therapist in Japan.

u PCT emphasizes that the attitude of the therapist should be 
positive, 

u and the therapist tries to make circulation in their interaction of 
therapist-client (or family) relationship.

P
Positive

P P

P P

Therapist



What is Positive Circulation Therapy?

uPositive Circulation Therapy(PCT) is also the therapy 
that therapist uses the way of systems approach like 
systems theory, social constructivism, joining and 
reframing.

P P

P P

Therapist

Positive Circulation Therapy

u In the idea of social constructivism, therapists can be free from the cognitive framework of the 
clients.

u Therapists can also select the framework “All of clients are the humans that have positive 
core”, and also can think “The negative side is just like a sticker on the positive core(self)”.
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The Idea of PCT

u For using PCT, the most important point is the attitude of the therapist in front of the 
clients.

u The technique is trivial, and if the therapist can perfectly get the attitude of PCT, the 
positive elements will be growing and get circulations. By getting the circulations of 
positive elements, the negative elements will be gone and clients would be positive in 
their lives.

u The first secret of PCT is having interest in a positive aspect of clients.

u The second secret of PCT is inducing a positive aspect of clients.

The attitude of PCT

u See all the clients as a positive presence.

u If you can see the negative aspects of the clients, it‘s just like  stickers and not the client 
essence.

P
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P circulation and N circulation

u P element 
u like joy, kindness, compassion and power. 

u P circulation
u The therapist needs to be filled with P elements and the therapist 

finds the positive elements of the clients in their interview. Then they 
reframe the cognition as positive and try to make positive 
circulation in the interaction.(Higashi,2011).

P P

P P

P circulation and N circulation

u N elements 
u like sorrow, anger, jealousy and irritation. 

u The communication including N elements increases N elements. 
Therapists and clients will be not able to escape from negative 
loops, like “anger loop,” by the circulation of N element in the 
family system or the individual (Higashi,2011).

N N

N N



Horizontal P circulation 

u This is the P circulation in the relationship with others.
u Therapist needs to see all the clients as positive presence, and 

have altruistic ideas and altruistic behavior.

TherapistClientFamily members

P

P

Vertical P circulation

u Therapist connects to something great like greater intelligence, Buddha, or 
God. The therapist receives the P element from the greater power and pass it 
to the clients.

u Example

u Homework  “prayer for gratitude”  “prayer for forgiveness” 
u for enhancing the vertical P circulation.

• This is not about a particular religion or religious itself.

• This therapy has an advantage no matter what kind of religion the clients 
have.

Something great (the God, Buddha 
etc.)

P

The therapeutic ways of PCT

u In PCT, the technique is not very important.

u The therapist always have a positive 
attitude to the clients, and is conscious of 
giving P element to the interaction with 
clients.

N N

N N

P P

P P

TherapistClientFamily members

P P

PCT derives from Systems approach.
So, the intervention of PCT is similar to Systems 
approach 

Thank you for careful listening!
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, DON’T HESITATE AND LET ME KNOW.


